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Stability of Superconducting Wire With Various
Surface Conditions in Pressurized He II

(2)—Numerical Analysis
S. Shigemasu, M. Ohya, Y. Shirai, M. Shiotsu, and S. Imagawa

Abstract—We developed a computer code to analyze the stability
of a superconducting wire in He II based on the one-dimensional
heat equation. We applied to this code our experimental data on
heat transfer characteristics of He II, such as Kapitza conductance,
critical heat flux and heat transfer curve in film boiling. Using this
code, we simulated the recovery or quench process of a normal zone
that was initiated by a thermal disturbance for the liquid helium
temperatures from 1.8 K to 2.0 K at atmospheric pressure. The nu-
merical solutions agreed with our experimental data for the same
characteristics of the wire (bare and oxidized surfaces) and cor-
responding experimental conditions. We clarified the influences of
the surface insulation and the liquid helium temperature on the
stability of the superconducting wire.

Index Terms—Kapitza conductance, stability, superfluid helium.

I. INTRODUCTION

I T IS KNOWN that the performance of a superconducting
magnet is improved by cooling in He II. The heat transfer

from a conductor surface to He II is dominated by Kapitza con-
ductance [1], [2]. The electrical insulation of a superconducting
wire constitutes Kapitza conductance between the surface of the
wire and He II, and may influence the stability of the supercon-
ducting wire cooled by He II. The heat transfer characteristics
like Kapitza conductance can be an important factor in the anal-
ysis of the stability. However, only a few numbers of numerical
analyses were accounting for these characteristics. We devel-
oped and performed a computer code to analyze the stability of
a superconducting wire in He II based on the one-dimensional
heat equation.

This paper describes the analysis of the stability and the com-
parison with the experimental data presented in part (1) of this
paper [3]. Then we clarify the influences of the surface insula-
tion on the stability of the superconducting wire.

II. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

A. Analytical Model

We analyzed the stability of a superconducting wire in the
same condition as the experiment. The parameters of wires and
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TABLE I
PARAMETER OF WIRES AND METHODS

methods are listed in Table I. The analytical object and thermal
phenomenon are symmetrical about the middle of the heater so
that we analyze only half of a wire. The length from the middle
of the heater to the end of a wire in the analysis is 100 mm,
which is sufficiently long in as much that the temperature of the
wire end can be regarded as the bath temperature.

B. Fundamental Equations

One-dimensional heat balance for the wire is described by the
following equation.

(1)

where is the length from the middle of the wire; is the time;
is the temperature. The heat capacity and the average thermal
conductivity of the wire are described as

(2)

where is Cu/NbTi ratio. The thermal capacities of the copper
and NbTi are almost in the same order at helium temperature
so that is substituted for that of the copper. The thermal con-
ductivity of NbTi is much less than that of copper so that is
substituted for that of the copper, considering the cross sectional
ratio. and are the function of temperature and magnetic
flux density .

is the heat power density that is heater power divided by
the volume of the heater section.
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is the Joule heating per unit volume. We consider temper-
ature of a cross section in the wire as constant, so we approxi-
mate as

(3)

where is current; is the cross section of the wire. is the
average resistivity of the superconducting wire and is expressed
as

(4)

where and is the resistivity of NbTi and the copper re-
spectively; is the cross section of NbTi and is that of the
copper. is also considered as a function of the influences of
the temperature and the magnetic flux density. is expressed
as

(5)

where is the current sharing temperature of the wire; ,
and are the critical temperature, the critical magnetic field
density and the critical temperature of the wire, respectively;

is the normal resistivity of NbTi.
In the nonboiling regime, on each wire is described by the

upper one of (6),

(6)

where is the bath temperature. is the cooling perimeter,
which is taken to be 67% simulating the experimental set up of
the superconductor in a groove [3]. The coefficient and the
exponent depend on the wire surface material and condition.
They are taken to be and for wire-A with bare
surface and and for wire-B with oxidized
surface as reported by Iwamoto, et al. [4]. is converted to
the heat quantity per unit volume by the term . In the film
boiling regime, we regard the heat flux as the constant value per
unit volume as shown in the lower one of (6), where the critical
heat flux is given by (7) [5],

(7)

where is the lambda temperature; is the density of He II;
is the entropy at the lambda temperature; is the Gorter-

Mellink parameter.

C. Numerical Analysis Procedure

The numerical analyses were performed according to the fol-
lowing procedure. The dimension of a grid is 1.0 mm and time

integration was performed explicitly with time step of
. At first, we consider a wire immersed in He II. We set

, , on the wire. Both ends ( and 100 mm) are
set as adiabatic. From these conditions, the critical temperature
and the critical heat flux are determined. In each time step, the
wire temperature is calculated by solving (1). This process is
repeated until the wire temperature keeps a constant value or a
part of the wire temperature exceeds 150 K. Bath temperatures
are 1.8 K and 2.0 K at atmospheric pressure, and magnetic flux
densities ranged from 1.2 T to 8 T. The magnetic flux density is
regarded as constant in the analytical system.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Example of the Numerical Data

The profiles of temperature with respect to the space and time
for under a magnetic field of 4 T are shown in
Figs. 1(a)–(c). The results are classified into three groups de-
pending on the magnetic flux density and the test wire current.

(Group I) Fig. 1(a) shows the profile for . As shown
in the figure, the temperature near the heater rises and the normal
zone arises just after the addition of a step heat input to the heater
at . The heater power is shut off at . Then, the
temperature near the section decreases and the wire recovers to
the superconducting state.

(Group II) Fig. 1(b) shows the profile for . As
shown in the figure, the normal zone is generated near the heater
section at the start of step heating at similar to Fig. 1(a).
However, the wire doesn’t recover to the superconducting state
after the heater power shut off at . At this time the
wire temperature near the heater has reached about 7 K that is
higher than the critical temperature for the NbTi under 4 T of
5.77 K, so the normal zone remains.

(Group III) Fig. 1(c) shows the profile for . As
shown in the figure, the temperature near the heater section
keeps increasing after the heater power is shut off. The higher
temperature part of the wire is cooled by film boiling.

Fig. 2 shows the numerical results classified into these three
groups on the graph of test current versus magnetic flux density.
We define the minimum current belonging to Group II as , and
the minimum current belonging to Group III as . The curves
expressing the and are shown in the graph.

B. Comparison With the Experimental Data

Figs. 3(a)–(b) show the comparisons of the numerical results
with the experimental data reported in part (1) of this paper [3]
for the wire-A and wire-B, respectively. The experimental data
of are plotted by using double circles and double triangles for
1.8 K and 2.0 K, respectively. And the experimental data of
are plotted by using circles and triangles for 1.8 K and 2.0 K, re-
spectively. The numerically obtained limit currents at 1.8 K and
2.0 K are shown as the solid lines and the broken lines. As shown
in the figure, the numerical solutions are in good agreement with
the experimental data within 16% errors (wire-A) and 10% er-
rors (wire-B). It was confirmed that the physical phenomenon
was well described by the model.
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Fig. 1. Calculation results for the wire-B (a) T = 2:0 K, B = 4 T, I =

100 A (b) T = 2:0 K, B = 4 T, I = 130 A (c) T = 2:0 K, B = 4 T,
I = 160 A.

C. Discussion

To be the Group I or Group II depends on the nonboiling
heat transfer for the wire in He II governed by Kapitza conduc-
tance and the critical temperature of the wire. Fig. 4 shows how
the classification is made. Joule heating flux at the center of
the wire-B , which is the value per unit surface area
converted from , is plotted in the figure. The heat transfer

Fig. 2. Classification of the three groups for wire-B at 2.0 K.

Fig. 3. Comparison of the numerical data with the experimental data of
(a) wire-A (b) wire-B.

curve vs. on the wire surface is also shown in the figure
as a solid line. Furthermore, a vertical dotted line drawn in each
figure is the critical temperature of the wire for the specified test
current and magnetic flux density. The critical temperatures are
6.13 K under the condition for Fig. 4(a), and 5.77 K for Fig. 4(b),
respectively.

Fig. 4(a) shows how to determine for the criterion for Group
I. The Joule heating of the wire is less than the cooling on the
surface of the wire after shutting off the heat input to the heater
at . The temperature of the wire decreases to the
critical temperature of the wire where the cooling is still higher
than the heating. The wire recovers to the superconducting state
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Fig. 4. Heat generation in the wire-B and heat transfer curve on wire-B surface
belonging to (a) Group I (T = 2:0 K, B = 4T, I = 100A) and (b) Group II
(T = 2:0 K, B = 4 T, I = 130 A).

Fig. 5. Heat balance in a longitudinal direction of wire-B (T = 2:0 K, B =

4 T, I = 130 A).

as soon as the temperature becomes less than the critical tem-
perature (6.13 K).

Fig. 4(b) is to explain the criterion for Group II. In this case
too, the Joule heating of the wire is less than the cooling after
shutting of the heat input, although the cooling at the heater
shut off is in the film boiling regime. The temperature of the
wire decreases and arrives at a point on the nonboiling curve at
45.00 ms, where Joule heating in the normal state is equal to the
cooling on the surface. As the temperature of the central part
is still higher than the critical temperature of the wire, the part
of the wire doesn’t recover to the superconducting state. Sta-
tionary normal zone remains. Fig. 5 shows the longitudinal heat
balance for the final steady-state of Group II. The Joule heat and
the cooling per unit length of wire-B are shown as open circles
and solid circles, respectively. The distribution of the wire tem-
perature and the critical temperature are also shown in the figure.
Stationary normal zone exists in the left hand side of the figure
where the wire temperature is higher than the critical tempera-
ture. In this range, the Joule heat is higher than the cooling. On
the other hand, the Joule heat is zero and only cooling works in

the right hand side of the figure in superconducting state. The
Joule heat and cooling heat flux integrated through the analyzed
section (two shaded areas in Fig. 5) are equal. That is why the
wire neither recovers to the superconducting state nor keeps in-
creasing of the temperature. Group I or II is determined whether
the temperature on the cooling curve corresponding to the Joule
heating heat flux is lower or higher than the critical temperature,
respectively.

In Group III, the temperature at the center of the wire keeps
rising as shown in Fig. 1(c). The criterion for Group III is that the
Joule heat in the part of normal zone is higher than the critical
heat flux. The Joule heat becomes higher with increasing wire
temperature but film boiling heat flux is almost constant for the
temperature up to 100 K. As a result, wire temperature increases
rapidly.

As shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the values of are little
affected by the variation of bath temperature. The critical tem-
perature and Kapitza conductance, which have a lot to do with
the criteria for Group I and Group II as mentioned above, hardly
differ with the bath temperature. Therefore, the is almost in-
dependent of the bath temperature. On the other hand, it is ob-
vious that is higher for the lower bath temperature. This is
because the critical heat flux is involved in the criteria for as
mentioned above. The critical heat flux in pressurized He II is
higher for lower bath temperature.

We can see in Fig. 3 that the experimental and numerical
values of for the wire-A with bare surface are higher than
those for the wire-B with oxidized surface under the same con-
dition. As the Kapitza conductance for the bare surface is higher
than that for the oxidized surface, of wire-A is higher than
that of wire-B.

IV. CONCLUSION

The stability of the superconducting wire in pressurized He
II has been analyzed using the one-dimensional model with the
heat transfer database of He II. The results are in good agree-
ment with the experimental data. We can argue over the stability
of the superconducting wire with small diameter by using the
one-dimensional model. From here onwards, it is concluded that
the most important parameters that decide on the stability of the
superconducting wire cooled by He II are Kapitza conductance
on the wire and the critical heat flux in He II.
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